
High Pass Filter (Damped Filter):

The high pass filter blocks all lower harmonic frequencies and

passes all higher frequencies. Thus with high pass AC shunt harmonic filter

connected near AC bus-bars, all the higher harmonics are diverted to earth and

are not allowed to proceed the AC N/w. In Fig. (b) HP 24 passes all

harmonics of 24 and above order to earth.

It is common practice to provide a high pass filter bank for AC

harmonic frequencies equal to and above 24th harmonics.

The high pass filter provides for filtering of all the higher order characteristics

and non-characteristics harmonics.

High pass filter preferred due to:-

 At lower frequency order, there is no clear indication between the

amplitudes of the characteristics and non-characteristics harmonics.

 The amplitude of harmonics are lower at higher frequency order.



Cost consideration of AC Harmonic Filters:-

The cost includes capital cost and cost of losses. AC filters are used for 

filtering and reactive power compensation. The capital cost AC filters varies 

between 5 to 10 % of capital cost of HVDC terminal substation equipment. 

The total reactive power generated by AC harmonic filter is normally 10 

to 40 % of the active power transfer of HVDC link. The remaining reactive power 

demand of the terminal substations is fulfilled by AC shunt capacitors and/or 

synchronous compensators. 

Hence while analyzing the capital  cost of AC filters, the cost of shunt 

compensation and cost of filters should be considered and compared with reference 

to following alternatives:

All shunt compensation provided by AC harmonic filters

 Shunt compensation provided partly by harmonic filters and partly by shunt 

capacitors/synchronous compensators. 



Break-up of AC filter cost:

The total capital cost of AC harmonic filters includes the following 

components costs:

1. Cost of AC Filters Capacitor

2. Cost of AC Filters Reactors

3. Cost of AC Filters Resistors

Cost of Switching, Measuring, Protective equipment such as Circuit 

breakers, CTs, VTs, Bus-bars, Control cabling, protection and control 

equipment

The cost of AC Filters capacitors is between 60 to 70% of total capital 

cost of AC Filters Equipment. Hence the cost of AC Filters is minimized 

by optimum choice of AC Filters capacitor Banks and cost reduction in 

capacitor unit by various methods of value engineering.



Harmonics in DC Voltage :

On DC side of an HVDC convertor, the output DC voltage has 6/12 pulses

per cycle of AC wave (2pie rad). Therefore, the output voltage waveform is not truly

DC and contain DC voltage Harmonics.

Minimum cost AC Filters :

Minimum cost AC Filters is the MVAr size of AC filter at which the cost of AC

Filter is minimum cost AC filter may or may not give adequate filtering. Actual

adequate filters will be always equal to or more than minimum cost AC filters.















Configuration of DC Harmonic Filters:

DC filters are designed to reduce DC harmonics to minimize the telephone interference in

voice frequency range (100 Hz to 5KHz).

In addition to the telephone interference criterion, the filters are designed with intention of

avoiding the resonance between DC filters and dc line at lower order harmonics.

With the above background, the DC filter design procedure is similar to the AC filter

design procedure except the difference that reactive power of filter is not significant.

The ratings of DC filter capacitors are determined by maximum DC voltage , required

capacitors and thermal rating due to harmonic currents. The size (MVAr) of DC harmonics

filters is much smaller than that of AC harmonics filters . This is because the smoothing

reactor of high inductance value reduces DC harmonics currents substantially.



Ref. Fig.. The various components  in the configuration of DC filters branches 

include 

1. DC smoothing reactor (oil filled ) connected in the pole bus circuit near 

convertor  terminal.

2. Smoothing reactor (air filled) in the people bus on the Dc line side of DC filter 

terminal.

3. Shunt tuned filter branches comprising capacitors ,reactors  and resistors.

4. High pass filter comprising a capacitors and L,R combination.

5. Surge capacitors on DC line side of DC filter connected in shunt, between  pole 

bus neutral bus.

6. Surge capacitors connected between neutral bus and earth. 

Separate shunt branches may be provide for 12th ,24th harmonics an high pass DC 

filters. 

. 





Design of Single frequency Tuned Filter:

A single frequency tuned shunt filter is a single RLC series circuit connected

between a phase & earth. The filter is tuned to one particular harmonic frequency.

Separate braches are necessary for each lower harmonic frequency. The filter is tuned to the

resonates frequency equal to the corresponding harmonic order (n).

The impedance Zf of the filter between phase & ground is given by,

Zf = R + j(ωL-1/ ωC)



Double Frequency Tuned Filter:
A double frequency tuned shunt filter has two resonant frequencies e.g, 5th and

7th and 13th and 36th . A typical circuit of a double tuned AC shunt filter consists of a R, L,

C series circuit in series with another in fig .7.9. The values of are selected such that the

total filter has two resonant frequencies . (one given by CLL2C2 and other by CR3L3).

Fig illustrate the practical circuits.

At resonant frequencies , the circuits of the double tuned filter is equivalent to two

parallel single tuned branches.

A single frequency tuned filter branch has lowest impedance at one resonant

frequency.

A double frequency tuned filter branch has lowest impedance at two resonant

frequencies.

Thus the double tuned filter suppresses two harmonic frequencies e.g , 5th and 7th .





Reactive power compensation in HVDC substations:

The apparent power S, MVA is complex sum of Real Power P MW and Reactive

Power Q, MVAr. Both P and Q are equally important for the satisfactory operation of

HVDC Convertors (Rectifier and Inverter) in the HVDC Terminal Substations and of the

connected AC network.

The reactive power requirement on full load is of the order of 60% of Real Power

for commonly used delay angel and transformer reactance and this is needed very high

requirement. This reactive power absorbed by the converter is supplied by the AC

Capacitors (Filters capacitors, Shunt Capacitors, SVS). The AC bus voltage is maintained

by additional shunt capacitors at Inverter Terminal AC Bus.



Supply of Leading Q is also called “Reactive Power Compensation”. Reactive

Power Compensation has significant influence on the Cost of HVDC transmission

Terminal substation in Bipolar system as well as Back coupling Station.

The HVDC converts AC power to DC power. On AC side, U and I are not in

phase. Hence I has quadrature component. The converter requires reactive Power

Compensation for satisfactory operation . AC system supplies active Power Pa as well as

same reactive power Qa to the converter .

However , this is not enough. Hence additional compensation is provide on AC

side of converter by means of AC Filter Capacitors, shunt capacitors, synchronous

condensers , or Static VAr Sources (SVS).



Reactive Power Compensation Consumption of Convertors vary mainly with following:

 Active power Pd (Q increases with P)

 Delay angle a of rectifier (and extinction angle y of inverter).

Also the other conditions to be considered include :

 AC bus-bars voltage, DC Pole Voltage.

 Reduction in DC Voltage by increasing a or y results in increased Q.

 Conditions on AC network side with reference to connected genrator transmission

lines etc. which affect reactive power supplied by AC network.

 Communicating reactance of convertors

 Mode of operation of HVDC system viz. mono-polar, bipolar

 Convertor characteristic (pd/Q)



Basics Relations between P, Q , S, cosɸ , in AC System

In AC  system , the following quantities are interrelated with each other.

 Active power P                                                     …Mw

 Reactive power Q                                                 …MVAr

 Apparent power S                                                 …MVA

 power factor cosɸ

ɸ is the phase angel between current and voltage . The interrelationship between P, Q ,S  

is illustrated in Fig. and Table gives the summary of basic equations.

Fig. Shows the power triangle of AC N/w
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Quantity Single Phase 3 Phase (AC) DC

P Watts UpIpCosɸ √3ULILcosɸ UdId

Q Vars UpIpsinɸ √3ULILsinɸ ---

S MVA UpIp √3ULIL UdId

Summary of Equations:  

The Reactive power(P) produces real work and converts electrical energy into

mechanical or thermal form. The Reactive Power(Q) is absorbed by inductive loads

connected in the AC system and is supplied by capacitive loads connected in the AC

system.

In AC circuit, voltage waveform and current waveform are not in the phase. For a three

phase AC circuit for equipment,

Q = √3 UL IL sinɸ

where, Q = reactive power

UL = phase to phase rms voltage,

IL = current in phase conductor, amperes

ɸ= phase angle between voltage and current.



As a standard convection, we say , in AC Circuits

 Inductive loads take ( absorb) reactive power Q is positive.

 Capacitive load give ( supply) reactive power Q is negative.

 Synchronous condensers or static VAr Sources (SVS) supply or absorb reactive

power depending upon control-setting.

In AC circuit; the reactive loads include transformer, reactors, AC machines,

transmission lines ( series inductive reactance) etc. They absorb reactive power (kVAr).

Synchronous Generators have limited capability to supply reactive power

requirement and therefore the reactive power requirement is supplied (compensated) by

means of specially installed capacitor banks.

The basic means of reactive power compensation used in AC substation and

on AC side of AC substation are:



1. AC shunt capacitor or/and,

2. AC Filter capacitor ( for HVDC only)

3. Synchronous condenser ( synchronous machine with over excitation)

4. Static VAr sources (SVS). Thyristor controlled or switched capacitors/ reactors.

Synchronous condenser and SVS give variable, stepless control of reactive power

required for dynamic compensation. Synchronous condensers also provide additional

moment of inertia and short-circuit level to the AC Bus.


